plexus II

™

Same beauty.
More brawn.
There’s a reason why some things endure. Like
Plexus, they simply get it right. This Roscoe awardwinning design expresses the happy orchestration
of form, function and material invention. Plexus wrote
the vocabulary for wire mesh in outdoor seating and
captured the imagination of design professionals in
the process. Plexus II carries the family tradition
forward. It offers the same simple, refined aesthetic;
exceptional flexibility of design; choice of arm, back
and table options; and coordinating litter receptacles
and ash urns. And Plexus II adds new strong and
resilient seat supports that fortify a perennial favorite
for active use on corporate and university campuses,
urban streetscapes and transit stations.

Our Purpose Is To Enrich Outdoor Spaces
We believe in the power of design and its ability to influence
and elevate the quality of public space. High quality products
and outstanding customer experience makes us one of
the world’s premier designers and manufacturers of outdoor
commercial furnishings.

Plexus II™ Specifications
Options

Seat
Plexus II™ seating is offered with or without backs. Arms may be specified
for either style. A grid companion table is available for both backed and
backless installations. Plexus seats may be specified in straight runs wall mount
or standard curved configurations of 60” radius or 120” radius. For special
applications, custom radius curves are available. Supports may be specified
freestanding, surface mounted, wall mounted or embedded. Prices include
standard horizontal tube, adapters, supports and all fastenings, nuts and bolts.
Surface mounting hardware must be supplied by customer. Call for information
on Rialto, a smaller seat available on Plexus supports.
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All metal is finished with Landscape Forms’ proprietary
Pangard II® polyester powdercoat, a hard yet flexible
finish that resists rusting, chipping, peeling and fading.
Call for standard color chart.
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Optional arm rests and tables are available for all seats
with backs and can fit between seats or at the end of a
run of seats. Arm rests are constructed of 7/8” diameter
tubular steel.

full circle

To specify seating, tables, arms
Litter Receptacles and Ash Urns
SPlexus litter receptacles are offered in side-or top-opening styles. These durable
units feature a hinged door that allows easy access to the supplied polyethylene
liner. Liners coordinate with standard powdercoat colors. A sand pan may be
specified for side opening receptacles. Freestanding/surface mount, pole or
wall mount options available for litter receptacle and ash urns. A bowl and
funnel option is available with pole or wall mount ash urns. Pole mount units
can be embedded or surface mounted. Both receptacles and ash urns are
equipped with brackets when pole mounted.
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Specify model descriptions for seats and tables.
Specify number of units (seats and tables) and shape
(straight or curved radius). Specify support styles and
powdercoat color. Specify number and location of
arms and/or tables per run. Please include a sketch
of groupings.
To specify litter receptacles and ash urns
Specify freestanding/surface mount, pole or wall mount.
Pole is included with pole mount receptacles — specify
embedded or surface mount when ordering. Specify
powdercoat color. Polyethylene liners coordinate with
standard powdercoat colors. If optional powdercoat
color is specified, select a standard metal color for liner.
For side open litters, specify with or without ash options.
For ash urn, specify interior or exterior.
Plexus offers a wide range of design versatility. Call for
the Plexus Specifications Guide for complete information.
landscapeforms.com

Mounting Options
Plexus II bench can be surface mounted, freestanding, wall-mount, or embedded.

Visit our website for product details, color charts, technical
sheets, sales office locations. Download JPG images,
brochure PDF, CAD details, CSI specifications.
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Specifications are subject to change without notice.
Plexus II is manufactured in the U.S.A.
Landscape Forms supports the Landscape Architecture Foundation
at the Second Century level.
©2009 Landscape Forms, Inc. Printed in U.S.A.

800.521.2546 269.381.3455 fax
Metal is the world’s most recycled material and is fully recyclable. Consult our website for recycled content for this
product. Powdercoat finish on metal parts contains no heavy metals, is HAPS-free and has extremely low VOCs.
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